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Organizations have an increasing range of options for delivering enterprise software 
applications to accelerate business value. The choice, however, has historically come down 
to two fundamental approaches: choosing to build internally, often using a range of open 
source tools, or  leveraging a commercially available software platform and applications.

There are two camps arguing why their approach is better. With the emergence and 
accelerated adoption of cloud computing, however, the line between open source and 
proprietary is becoming more blurred and the debate less binary. Just look at two Pega 
customers – Amazon Web Services and Google Cloud Platform – both built on customizations 
of open-source software. While many open-source projects are stable, many are subsumed 
by proprietary offerings, or simply disappear. “Lock-in and technical debt occur with open 
source as well  as  commercial software.”1

The bottom line: both open source and commercial approaches offer risks and opportunities 
to enterprises, and both must be considered vital parts of the digital transformation toolkit.

Introduction

Forrester, The I&O Pro’s Guide To Enterprise Open Source Cloud Adoption, Q1 20181
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According to Forrester2, “a third of global enterprise infrastructure decision makers 
see expanding the use of open source as a critical or high priority.” It’s no secret that IT 
organizations are under enormous pressure to deliver new business offerings faster. 
Leveraging open source can reduce the investment required in existing systems and direct it 
toward applications that have more business impact.

Not all open source software is created equal, however, and the production deployment of 
these technologies can have their own, often unexpected, results and costs. For example, 
projects may   be derailed by the requirement to scale up to operational levels of reliability 
and performance.  Also, it is increasingly hard to find the expert software engineers who can 
assemble complex and changing open-source projects into meaningful applications. In fact, 
it is this shortage of talent that is giving rise to the citizen developer and pushing demand for 
low-code and no-code platforms. It is expected that the demand for low code/no code will 
reach $27.23 Billion by 2022.3

There is a broad range of open-source solutions, yet a number of them are not truly open. 
Many are run by a single individual (or vendor) and are closed in their governance, severely 
limiting contributions from others. Without open governance, there is greater risk of vendor 
lock-in or even project abandonment. Support and documentation may be limited or totally 
missing, resulting in unforeseen productivity drains and additional time spent on product 
development at the cost of efficient time to market.

Enterprise architecture groups, whose primary responsibility used to be choosing the best 
vendor partners, now face more difficult tasks. Selecting the right open-source software 
components is not enough anymore. There is also a need to determine how to best integrate 
them and ensure they work together. Considering the large number of open-source vendors 
and solutions available in the marketplace, this is highly difficult.

Some open-source solutions introduce potential risks and vulnerabilities. The ninth annual 
survey conducted by Black Duck Software and North Bridge reports more than 50 percent 
of companies weren’t satisfied with their ability to understand known security vulnerabilities 
in open-source components. Black Duck’s CEO, Lou Shipley, pointed out that, “it has become 
more evident that companies need their management and governance of open source to 
catch up to their usage. This is critical to reducing potential security, legal, and operational 
risks while allowing companies to reap the full benefits OSS provides.” 4

State of open source

2 Forrester, The I&O Pro’s Guide To Enterprise Open Source Cloud Adoption, Q1 2018
3 “Low-Code Development Platform Market by Component (Solution and Services (Professional and Managed)), 

Deployment Mode, Organization Size, Vertical (Telecom and IT, BFSI, Government), and Region - Global Forecast 
to 2022”, published by MarketsandMarkets™

4 https://www.zdnet.com/article/its-an-open-source-world-78-percent-of-companies-run-open-source-software/
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Starting with the Pega 7 release and continuing through the recent launch of Pega InfinityTM, 
Pega has focused on evolving software to drive ease of use, by allowing open access through 
defined API’s and leveraging open source wherever possible. As a part of these efforts, we’ve 
made the Pega PlatformTM increasingly accessible through the cloud, including via free trials, 
and have continued to incorporate open-source technologies. Examples include OpenAPI, 
Swagger, Kafka, Cassandra, Hazelcast, Ignite, Lucene, jQuery, Handlebars.js, Moment.js, D3, 
and OpenCSV.

We have engaged organizations across industries and geographies to better understand 
how customer engagement and digital process automation solutions are used, and which 
technologies, including open source, are viewed as strategic. We have also deployed 
expertise and best practices around concepts such as DevOps and design thinking, because 
digital transformation is not just about the type of technology – it’s how you make the 
technology work.

Providing a future-proof architecture to our clients means we take every effort to be an open 
system. We have designed our architecture to allow enterprises to use preferred open-
source technologies to complement the powerful customer engagement and digital process 
automation capabilities of Pega. Organizations like PayPal, Google, Amazon, and others 
use Pega technology, integrated with their own custom-built applications and open-source 
technology, in a truly hybrid approach.

Pega’s technology vision

[Google] “is not looking to be a work management company.  
We’d much prefer to focus on our core mission and leave all that up to Pega.”
 – James Stavropoulos, Global Lead for Network Deployment Operations, Google

Pega technology combines more than three decades of proven business process 
automation and decisioning expertise with a powerful and open architecture. This has 
enabled us to optimize the use of open-source technology to strengthen and improve our 
customers’ experiences in strategic areas such as DevOps, OCR, UI, blockchain, APIs, and 
containerization. In these and other areas of the architecture, Pega has not only used open 
source, but has also opened collaboration on projects via Pega Exchange and Github.
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Pega InfinityTM, our latest software release, marks a new milestone in providing a more open 
and advanced platform. It’s a massive step forward in our product capabilities, specifically 
around our use of AI, embedded robotics, ease of use, speed to value, and ability to deliver in 
a SaaS model. Highlights include:

 � Support of container-based deployment: Docker support enabling unified container 
deployment using Kubernetes and OpenShift. This solution offers well known, open 
standards-based cloud deployments that are easy to adapt and automate, and offers 
extensible deployment of customer-focused configurations, such as security modules.

 � Digital experience API: Gives developers the flexibility to leverage popular UI 
frameworks, such as React and Angular, together with Pega’s powerful UX design 
approach to create connected customer experiences with their preferred tools.

 � End-to-end automated testing: Pega has extended its automated testing suite by 
adding UI testing to its capabilities. Clients can now automate testing from the logic level 
through the UI level natively within Pega apps, as well as through third-party testing 
suites such as Selenium.

 � Blockchain kit for Ethereum: Pega’s Blockchain Innovation Kit provides downloadable 
proof of concept (POC) templates, enabling customers to demonstrate how blockchain – 
based on Ethereum’s open-source project – integrates with Pega Know Your Customer™ 
(KYC) and Pega Client Lifecycle Management™ applications.

 � Expanded bot library accessible to all Pega clients: Pega clients can access a growing 
library of pre-built bots that save time on common business tasks, such as: “start my 
day”- a bot that boots up applications, signs into them, and re-arranges the agent 
desktop; “call wrap-up” – a bot that performs the call wrap tasks for an agent; and 
intelligent virtual assistants that can optimize the email channel and initiate cases.

 � OpenAPI support: Pega’s adoption of the OpenAPI standard for RESTful APIs makes it 
easier to integrate with other systems. We leverage popular open-source tools, such as 
Swagger, to document, edit, consume, mock, and rapidly gain value from integrations.

As we continue to evolve the Pega Infinity™ generation of our technology, we will invest and 
leverage open source in two dimensions:

1. Use of well-established and actively developed open-source technology. This ensures we 
are providing the best core technology to our customers while freeing our engineers to 
focus on value-added capabilities.

2. An open architecture, able to evolve with the industry and customer requirements. This 
ensures our clients can extend and integrate their Pega applications seamlessly with 
other technologies.

It is important to note that for software to be considered a sound choice, it is not necessary 
for it to be open source. Examples of this are the Amazon AWS (S3, Kinesis, etc.) suite of 
technologies that serve as the backbone of Pega CloudTM. Open source is an enabling, but not 
a required factor, in building and selecting a robust and compelling software suite.
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Pega is committed to creating optimal technology to deliver the outcomes our clients 
demand. This commitment includes the use of a wide and growing range of open source 
tooling. Some highlights include*:

Integration:

 � OpenAPI: A widely adopted standard from the Linux Foundation for creating, 
consuming, documenting, and mocking RESTful APIs

 � Swagger UI: Interactive API documentation that supports discovery and testing

 � Kafka: High throughput messaging for consumption of big data in support of  
Pega’s decisioning and analytics 

Database technology:

 � Casandra: NoSQL database used for Pega decisioning and analytics

 � PostgreSQL: Default database used on Pega Cloud

 � Elasticsearch: Powers Pega’s search capabilities and is becoming the foundation for 
our reporting capabilities.

 � Hazelcast: In-memory data grid for distributed computing. This is one example where 
Pega is moving from one open-source technology (Ignite) to another in a way that is 
seamless to customers.

UI:

 � jQuery: Feature-rich JavaScript library used throughout Pega’s UI and event model

 � Moment.js: Used for date conversions and internationalization

 � Handlebars.js: Serves as the bedrock for Pega’s new client-side based templating

 � D3: A visualization library used in Pega visualizations

 DevOps:

 � Git: Provides a repository for distributing and deploying Pega configuration changes

 � Gradle: A build automation tool that uses the concepts of Apache Maven and  
Apache Ant

*Full list available in appendix

Open-source tooling
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Enterprises are under pressure to deliver new experiences on the front end and, at the  
same time, maintain back-end systems that store the data and transactions that are core  
to business.

A “rip and replace” approach, which completely supplants legacy systems with a new 
technology, is expensive, takes years for a return on investment, and comes with a huge 
amount of risk.

There is also risk in creating more silos by building point solutions on top of legacy systems 
to solve short-term problems. This approach might yield short-term results, but as new 
technologies are leveraged, this translates to more patch solutions on top of existing patch 
solutions. These are neither strategic nor adaptable and risk creating the next generation of 
legacy systems.

Pega helps enterprises avoid these tradeoffs by seamlessly connecting front-end experiences 
to back-end legacy systems. Rather than ripping and replacing backend systems in   response 
to changes in customer applications, Pega provides technology to “wrap and renew” legacy 
systems with an open, extensible layer that improves business outcomes immediately.

To do this, Pega has built capabilities in its technology to ensure open access to data, 
continuous deployment using DevOps, and API-based connectivity to existing front-ends and 
systems. The goal is to provide industry-leading functional capabilities for real-time decisions 
and end-to-end automation, while ensuring interoperability and open extensibility.

Open architecture
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 � Data virtualization: Pega separates data access from application logic, allowing 
software engineers to integrate using standard messaging and API protocols such as 
REST and MQ, while making that data readily available to business functions such as 
decision strategies and processes. Data access is managed centrally, but each data 
object is a functional component that can be deployed independently and reused 
across applications.

Figure 1: Quickly and easily access data across all back-end systems

Integrations

“What’s the primary focus of process improvement efforts for the time 
periods below?”

Source: Forrester’s Q1 2018 Digital Process Automation Survey
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 � Pega API: The Pega API provides a set of pre-built REST services for the Pega 
PlatformTM and application functions, allowing developers to easily invoke functionality 
within Pega from external applications. The OpenAPI Specification and Swagger 
documentation is used to ensure API’s are easily consumable by any engineer, 
regardless of Pega experience.

Figure 2: Pega API provides a set of pre-built REST services for Pega applications
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 � Robotics for data access: Despite continued efforts, many legacy systems lack API 
access for data integration, and many standalone desktop apps don’t have good 
options for integration. Pega’s data layer supports not only API-based data access, but 
the dispatching of robotic automation “bots” to scrape and update data from systems 
that don’t have API’s. Pega robotic process automation is non-invasive and equips 
organizations to bridge legacy systems, easily close data integration gaps, and wrap 
legacy system integrations without changes to underlying technology investments.

Figure 3: Pega Robot Manager monitors the performance, health, and throughput of 
your robotic process automation (RPA) virtual machines (VMs)
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 � Drag-and-drop integration and data mapping: Today, an average enterprise uses 
1,181 cloud apps across its entire organization5 and integrating new systems can be 
troublesome, difficult, and time-consuming. Pega’s open platform allows software 
engineers to easily map data from external systems into business-ready data models. 
Using a drag-and-drop approach, engineers can visualize, map, and manage all the 
needed data sources and integrations, allowing Pega’s decisions and processes to 
interoperate with existing systems and data stores.

Figure 4: Understand your integrations landscape with a holistic view of everything 
going in and out of your applications across your enterprise.

The Pega Platform’s open architecture allows for integration and experimentation with 
open-source and third-party libraries – from blockchain (Ethereum), through AI (R), to optical 
character recognition (ABBY). Leveraging the Pega Exchange, many of these components 
are available for download and automatic integration. Engineers can also submit new 
components and applications through the Pega Exchange and share their contributions with 
Pegasystems, our partners, and the broader developer community.

5 https://www.netskope.com/press-releases/netskope-report-reveals-user-led-hr-marketing-collaboration-
applications-   used-despite-pending-gdpr
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Pega supports and advocates a hybrid, open, and personalized experience to DevOps. Our 
DevOps architecture has been constructed in close collaboration with clients like PayPal, 
Amazon, and Cisco, who have built extensive CI/CD capabilities for both their Pega and 
traditionally coded applications.

Continuous delivery with Open DevOps

“What I really like is that Pega bridges the gap between traditional development 
environments like automated testing and DevOps. That really helps make it a real 
platform to develop your solutions”
 – Rik Bosman, Enterprise Architect, Rabobank

Deployment Manager with one-click deployment Integrate Pega with existing COE toolchains

+

Figure 5: Have an existing DevOps approach that works? Tap into a dependable ecosystem of 
third-party DevOps tools with Jenkins, Artifactory, and more.
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For those organizations that have already invested in a DevOps infrastructure, Pega provides 
a technology-agnostic, open platform compatible with preferred third-party tools. For 
example, within Pega engineering, we integrate Pega to Jenkins and Gradle for automation 
management, JFrog Artifactory and Git for code repositories, and a variety of testing tools, 
including Junit and Selenium. Using our open API’s for DevOps and system operations, clients 
have seamlessly integrated Pega into their existing pipelines.

For customers that don’t yet have existing infrastructure, Pega Deployment Manager 
(pictured above) provides an out-of-the-box pipeline for Pega projects. It features a visual 
pipeline that enables engineers and business analysts to deploy new apps and capabilities – 
including verification and testing – with a single click.

Figure 6: Ensure quality from end to end with open and native testing capabilities.

Pega’s automated testing suite speeds the development of test scripts and provides out-of-
the-box visibility (see above illustration) for testing Pega applications, including:

 � Building testing early in the design and development process, leveraging both unit and 
end-to-end scenario tests to ensure application quality.

 � Running ad-hoc individual tests, or aggregating tests into groups for automated or 
manual execution.

 �  Automating testing through native Pega tools or through third-party testing suites such 
as Selenium,  JUnit,  and Cucumber.

UI-based 
Functional  

Testing

API-based 
Functional Testing

Unit Testing

UI Testing

Selenium  
Starter Kit

NATIVE OPEN

OPEN

NATIVE

UI Testing
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The Pega Platform makes it easy to build seamless and consistent web, mobile, and 
conversational experiences. Developers are free to use Pega’s powerful drag-and-drop UI 
designers, or their X framework of choice, to design an elegant user experience that is not 
only intuitive but leverages consistent process and decision logic, regardless of channel.

Delivering UX without compromise

Figure 7: Pega enables developers to quickly connect their Pega Digital Experience APIs to the right 
digital channel that meets their design and development needs
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The Pega Digital Experience API is a set of design and application development capabilities 
that enable organizations to develop and deliver elegant and powerful digital experiences on 
any web or mobile channel. These capabilities allow engineers to choose how they build and 
deliver world- class user experiences integrated with Pega.

 � Leverage Pega UX capabilities to design effective and elegant interfaces  
with pre-built templates: Pega’s UX design system and front-end capabilities enable 
designers to create responsive application designs that both engage customers and 
provide consumer-ready ease-of-use. The drag-and-drop interface enables rapid 
assembly of UI components. Out- of-the-box templates support specific business use 
cases, while an extensible template and CSS framework allow for the creation of new 
reusable templates and styles to meet user and design needs.

 

Figure 8: Pre-built UI templates allow developers to quickly create common digital experiences and 
customize them to match their designs
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 � Build seamless mobile apps: Pega’s visionary mobile platform6 makes multi-channel 
apps fast to build and easy to change. Users can build mobile applications completely in 
Pega, embed Pega into existing apps leveraging Pega’s mashup solutions, or seamlessly 
connect native mobile apps to Pega APIs by using the Pega Connect SDK. Pega handles 
all mobile OS (iOS or Android phones or tablets and Windows 10 tablets) updates 
automatically on the backend to ensure applications are compatible with the latest 
features and capabilities. Many organizations, including Citibank, Safelight, and the U.S. 
Census, use Pega Mobile to deliver applications to their customers and end-users.

Figure 9: Build adaptive and responsive mobile apps using a common language both business 
and IT can understand

6 https://www1.pega.com/gartner-madp-2018
Pegasystems Named a Visionary in Gartner’s 2018 Magic Quadrant for Mobile App Development Platforms
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� Integrate Pega with other front-end technologies: Developers that prefer to use
other UX frameworks, such as React and Angular, can use the Pega API to dynamically
leverage Pega to power their front-end UI framework of choice. The Pega Digital
Experience API delivers a rich set of UX metadata so that software engineers can
dynamically assemble an experience that seamlessly embeds business logic, such as
required fields, data types, validation rules, and more. Leveraging this API means that
as business logic is changed in Pega, changes can be consumed and displayed by the
external UX framework without additional coding.

Figure 10: Dynamically use Pega design capabilities as a REST-enabled service to power your 
front-end UI framework of choice

� Enhance and extend existing interfaces with micro front-ends and mashups:
Pega makes it easy to embed responsive UI components directly into existing web
pages or mobile applications by leveraging mashup technology. Developers can add
new functionality that seamlessly interacts with legacy interfaces, enabling them to
adapt quickly to changing customer needs without recoding.

In summary, when it comes to the UI, it isn’t necessary to make a trade-off between form 
and function. Pega’s approach to UI development provides engineers with choice, and Pega’s 
unique combination of open technology and a proven UX design approach means there are 
no limits to delivering the most satisfying user experiences possible.

React Vue.js Angular
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Enterprises need flexibility in how they deploy and run mission-critical applications. Most 
enterprises are choosing to operate in hybrid cloud environments, merging their existing 
solutions with newer cloud-based technologies. This approach often uses a mix of private 
and public cloud services.

Moving to a hybrid cloud model empowers the use of cloud-based solution capabilities, while 
also addressing concerns about the security of highly sensitive data.

 

Cloud choice

Figure 11: Cloud Choice 
empowers clients to choose 
the right cloud solution that 
meets the challenges of 
today and tomorrow

We understand that each enterprise’s journey to the cloud is different, and due to this, Pega 
employs an approach we call cloud choice to meet the hybrid cloud needs of an enterprise. 
While we continue to grow and invest in our own managed offering, we also present our 
customers the flexibility to deploy on private or public clouds that they manage themselves.

Pega technology sits on an architecture that affords the flexibility necessary to meet your 
specific needs. Enterprises can run Pega with their own team on Amazon Web Services, 
Microsoft Azure, or Google Cloud, or deploy Pega on private cloud infrastructures, such as 
OpenShift and Pivotal Cloud Foundry.

For organizations that prefer a managed option, Pega Cloud Services deliver benefits of 
rapid deployment and ROI without the hassle and resource constraints associated with self- 
management. DevOps and upgrades are delivered seamlessly, but remain within your control 
to decide when and how. That’s why when enterprises choose to deploy Pega Cloud, they 
see results like a 321 percent ROI in less than one year, and 75 percent faster time to market, 
according to a Forrester study.7

7 Total Economic Impact of the Pega Platform, Forrester

On Premise
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Comparing  jBPM and Pega
Leveraging open source with commercial software

Open-source business process management (BPM) solutions, such as jBPM, can provide 
benefits to organizations such:

 � Flexibility: Open-source solutions are often highly flexible, giving software engineers 
the ability to write their own code on top of a platform. This allows for a high degree of 
customization based on the needs of the business.

 � Cost: Most open-source software packages are free. Enterprise editions of programs like 
jBPM often come at fees lower than the list prices of commercial enterprise software.

 � BPMN standards: jBPM adheres to BPMN 2.0 specifications, allowing for 
standardization of process design and documentation across multiple platforms.

 � Experimentation: An additional benefit is the ability to bypass the traditional guardrails 
of commercial software and rapidly test new applications and configurations of BPM, 
with greatly lowered exposure to financial risk.

There are, however, important considerations that must be understood, as these benefits are 
not always realized. Very often, we see organizations struggle with the following challenges:

 � Hidden costs: The time and labor costs associated with the implementation and 
requisite training are substantial. While the software may be free, the services and 
support always cost money.8 It can also be challenging finding resources that have the 
appropriate skill set, training, and experience causing many organizations to lean heavily 
on the open-source vendor.

 � Hidden implementation roadblocks: When implementing a new BPM system, 
especially one that is not part of a pre-existing enterprise platform, there may be 
hidden obstacles concerning infrastructure and middleware. This can lead to a reliance 
on paid third parties, such as consultants, to help address these obstacles.

 � Disconnected platforms: Delivering end-to-end automation demands multiple 
tools and capabilities, including BPM/workflow management, a business rules engine, 
case management, robotic automation, integration, reporting, and so on. There is 
no open source platform that can handle the management and orchestration of all 
these elements in a unified and streamlined way. Consequently, organizations must 
invest in developing and managing the “glue” that connects all of these independent 
pieces. This can lead to an extensive dependency on consultants who have both the 
expertise and experience to integrate the distinct components, adding significant cost 
to development efforts.

8 https://techcrunch.com/2016/06/13/the-new-world-order-for-open-source-and-commercial-software/
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 � Speed to market: Open-source BPM is code-driven, resulting in hours to hand-code 
frameworks and processes. This also creates silos between business and IT, and limits 
the ability to deliver agile, collaborative projects supported by business-savvy “citizen 
developers.” Studies by Forrester, Cap Gemini, and the U.S. Census have demonstrated 
that Pega’s 100 percent visual approach is 4-12X faster than the code-based 
development required by open-source BPM.

 � Guardrails: While a relative lack of restrictions in open source allows for freedom of 
experimentation, guardrails are needed to ensure the proper functioning and continuity 
of critical business applications. Guardrails ensure optimal reuse, maintainability, and 
system performance. Without these guardrails, organizations must build the reporting 
and governance operations necessary to ensure their processes are effective and 
reusable across multiple areas of the organization.

 � Roadmap and vision: Open-source tools must support multiple masters – the in-
field contributions from developers, the business objectives of the commercial vendor 
providing the solution, and the needs of the enterprise customers of that vendor.

Pega has spent more than 30 years focused on the needs of enterprise organizations in the 
areas of process automation and decision management. Our roadmap and vision reflects 
our deep understanding of these needs, as does our proven track-record of delivering the 
industry’s leading BPM, case management, CRM, and digital process automation technology 
for many years.

8 https://techcrunch.com/2016/06/13/the-new-world-order-for-open-source-and-commercial-software/
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Pega has built a platform proven to meet the needs of the world’s largest and most 
sophisticated enterprises. Our visual design approach empowers agile development and 
collaboration between business and IT to drive proven results. This visual approach enables 
both professional and citizen developers to create elegant, future-proof, and powerful 
applications. Now, developers at any level have the ability to quickly design their applications 
using preconfigured and reusable building blocks. According to Forrester Research, our 
model-driven and agile approach to application development reduces time to market by 50 
percent and results in end user productivity gains of up to 75 percent9.

With Pega, business stakeholders can provide feedback and requirements from right inside 
the application. The feedback is automatically translated into agile artifacts within Pega as 
well as your preferred project management tool such as Jira or Rally. It’s the first no-code 
or low-code platform that empowers a real-time, continuous, and truly seamless hand-off 
between business and IT.

Yet, we also understand that technology continues to shift and innovate, and consequently, 
we have invested and will continue to invest in building an open and extensible 
architecture that integrates seamlessly with legacy applications and the latest open-source 
frameworks. Our engineers have been active consumers and contributors to open-
source projects and we are committed to ensuring our enterprise clients can extend Pega 
capabilities to meet their needs.

Digital transformation is not about a choice between open-source or commercial software. 
It’s about delivering software-powered capabilities that help organizations be competitive and 
provide their customers and employees with the outstanding experiences they demand.

Pega’s unified platform delivers proven automation and decision management in an 
architecture that reduces risk, protects your investment, and drives digital transformation. 
It is built on an open and modern architecture enabling you to establish full control of your 
business operations and processes, while delivering the industry-leading capabilities that only 
come with a consistent track record of commercial investment.

Our company’s mission is to fundamentally change the way the world builds software to 
create unprecedented business outcomes. We will continue to create unique solutions 
and develop cutting-edge and open technologies that empower organizations to achieve 
extraordinary results.

Summary

“They’d rather be able to build five new apps that could change the world than 
be able to say they were the best Java developers.”

 – Liat Ben-Zu, Senior VP and Digital Technology Leader at Philips
   

9 https://www1.pega.com/forrester-tei
The Total Economic Impact™ (TEI) of the Pega 7 Platform, Forrester Research
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Open source in action:

 � Pega Exchange: https://community1.pega.com/exchange

 � Pega Github: https://github.com/pegasystems

 � Pega Platform Third-Party Licenses

Appendix
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